Abstract
Introduction
Just as the evolutionary relationship in proteins is often seen more in tertiary structure than primary sequence, RNA molecule relatedness is often seen in preserved secondary structures. Much effort has been devoted to finding structural features of RNA. Predictions of RNA secondary structure give useful information about the mechanisms of gene expression, gene evolution and the functions of ribosomes. Several approaches have been used for finding secondary structural features. Phylogenetic analysis of homologous RNA sequences identifies secondary structures which are conserved during evolution (Fox and Woese, 1975; Woese et al., 1983; James et al., 1989) . Another approach is to apply thermodynamics to compare the free energy of alternative structures (Tinoco et al., 1971; Nussinov and Jacobson, 1980; Zuker and 3 To whom correspondence should be addressed E-mail-{kimj@cps, colej@pilot. pramanik@cps) .msu.edu Stiegler, 1981; Jacobson et al., 1984) . Context-free grammars have been applied to the problems of statistical modeling, multiple alignment, discrimination and prediction of the secondary structures of RNA families (Searls, 1993; Eddy and Durbin, 1994; Sakakibara et al., 1994) . However, RNA secondary structure prediction is not at a stage where perfect prediction is possible. Zuker and Stiegler (1981) pointed out that 'A program based solely on conformational rules and thermodynamics will not yield a biologically meaningful folding of a molecule on its own ... More and different kinds of additional information must be incorporated into the algorithm as well'. Users need to choose between several methods, each with its own advantages and disadvantages, the one that best fits their particular problem.
Multiple sequence alignment has been a useful tool for identifying sites important in enzyme activity and in gene regulation and phylogenetic comparisons (Sankoff and Cedegren, 1983) . Dot-matrix methods have been simple and useful tools for examining sequence similarities. Several multiple sequence alignment methods (Argos, 1987; Vihinan, 1990; Vingron and Argos, 1991) are dot matrix based. The dot matrices derived in these methods are from inter-sequence comparison based on primary sequence similarity and additional properties of molecular similarity. However, when RNA sequences are distantly related, sequences cannot be aligned by just primary sequence similarity. Secondary structure similarity needs to be considered. A dot matrix generated by intrasequence comparison is one way to identify possible RNA secondary structures in a single molecule (Quigley et al., 1984) .
In this paper, we have extended dot-matrix methods based on in/ra-sequence comparison to find alignments with maximally overlapped potential secondary structures. Individual dot matrices for each sequence are generated and overlapped. Correctly aligned structures appear as diagonal regions with hits in most matrices. When the bases are compared, there is a certain probability of assigning a hit even if the base pairs do not exist as actual secondary structure. This noise can hide real RNA secondary structures. A sliding diagonal window is applied to reduce noise in the dot matrix. The probability of obtaining an observed number of hits in a cell for a completely unaligned set of sequences can be calculated from the RNA base-pairing relationships. The probability of finding an observed pattern for a window in a completely unaligned set of sequences can be obtained from the hit probability of the cells in the window. This probability was used to make a score function.
Multiple RNA Sequence Alignment using Simulated Annealing (RNASA) is proposed to optimize the score of RNA sequence alignments. Lukashin el al. (1992) introduced the simulated annealing (SA) technique to multiple sequence alignment of nucleotide sequences. They discussed the cost function and several other important aspects of SA for multiple sequence alignment. Several authors (Ishikawa et al., 1993; Kim et al., 1994) extended SA to multiple sequence alignment of amino acid sequences. The SA method was introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) . It is a probabilistic approach that can be used to find an optimal state of a function in combinatorial optimization problems. SA starts from an initial state with high temperature. By applying the transition rules and acceptance rules proposed by Metropolis et al. (1953) , simulated annealing continuously generates a new state from a current state. The criteria of the acceptance rules are:
1. If AC < 0, accept a new state .$"",. 2. If AC > 0, accept a new state s m , with probability /'(AC) = e~A C/ ' where T is a temperature and score difference AC = C(s mw ) -C{s """,).
Probability, P(AC), prevents a system from fixing at local minima. Temperature, T, affects the probability of accepting a new state s^.,,,. In the beginning of the SA process, T starts at a high temperature and gradually decreases iteraction by iteration by applying an annealing schedule. The probability of accepting a new state with a higher score also gradually decreases as temperature T goes down.
The SA process converges to a global minimum state when a careful annealing schedule and number of iterations are given. The main disadvantage of SA is its need for a large amount of computational time because SA is based on Monte-Carlo methods. To reduce this huge computational time, several speedup strategies including an efficient transition rule are applied in RNASA. Finally, experimental results obtained from RNASA are presented.
System and methods
RNASA was implemented and tested on a DEC alpha workstation 3000/400 with 32MB main memory size and DEC OSF/1 V2.0 which is a UNIX operating system. RNASA was written in programing language ANSI C (DEC OSF/1 C compiler). The program is available upon request.
Algorithm

Determination of score function
Base pair. The following algorithm aligns conserved regions of possible secondary structure. It does not attempt to determine the lowest-energy secondary structure, or choose among conflicting secondary structure possibilities in a specific alignment. Instead, it is based on finding an alignment where the possible secondary structure motifs are conserved between sequences. For the purposes of this work, we define a base pair possibility as two positions capable of forming any of the canonical Watson-Crick base pairs (A-U, C-G, G-C or U-A) along with the common non-canonical G-U and U-G base pairs. In addition to these common base pairs, RNA secondary structures also contain less common base pairs (e.g. A-G, A-A, etc.). Current secondary structure prediction methods do not effectively cover these rear base pairs. Their positions are best established either from the X-ray crystallographic data or from analysis of compensatory changes in unambiguously aligned homologous sequences. In the present alignment method, these rare base pairs are ignored. Since these base pairs are rare by definition, this simplification seems a reasonable compromise.
Dot matrix.
Traditionally, a dot matrix for a given RNA sequence is a square matrix with a dot at the intersection of row (andj if the bases /' andy of the sequence can form a base pair. A dot matrix with /",-, x l M , is used in RNASA. Length l Ml is the length of the input alignment, obtained from a progressive pairwise alignment based on primary sequence similarity. We define a hit (1) if the base pair i andy in an RNA sequence in an alignment is one of these base pairs (A-U, C-G, G-C, U-A, G-U and U-G); otherwise, the pair is defined as a miss (0). Pairs containing an ambiguity character were scored as a hit if any of the possible bases would give a hit.
Individual dot matrices from each aligned sequence in an alignment are generated and the cells in each individual matrix are calculated. The total number of hits, h s , in an aligned sequence, s, of an alignment iŝ cannot be larger than the number of sequences N. In the sum matrix, the number of hits, m, in a cell represents the degree of potential common secondary structure. A larger number of hits may indicate a more conserved secondary structure. Figure 1 shows an alignment and its sum matrix.
Average hit probability. The total number of hits in an aligned sequence is given by equation (1). These hits can be regarded as distributed at random, except in regions of real secondary structure. The probability, p 3 , of a hit occurring by chance at any cell (i,f) in an individual matrix of the aligned sequence 5 is approximately
where / is the length of the alignment. For the present study, we use the average probability where n is the number of sequences in an alignment as the base pair probability in all the aligned sequences in an alignment. The value of p is less than 1/2 for most RNA sequences. When individual matrices are overlapped to form a sum matrix, the number of hits at position (ij) in the sum matrix is between 0 and the total number of bases, n h in column i of the alignment. This n t may be less than the total number of sequences, N, since some of the sequences may have nulls at position /'. We can then approximate the probability of randomly finding that m of n, bases at a specific position, /, have base pair possibilities (hits) at some other position as:
The value of P(i, m) becomes smaller as m goes to n, or m goes to 0. This means the probability that a position will have no potential base pairs is relatively low, as is the probability that a position will have all base pairs.
Sliding windows on a sum matrix. Now the most basic secondary structure motif consists of one or more contiguous base pairs with non-pairing bases at each end. The probability of randomly finding such a conserved motif in the alignment at positions / through i + w -1 with w positions at another location is simply:
where M = (m\,... ,m w ). The number of hits will be equal to n, for absolutely conserved base pairs, and equal to 0 for positions with no base pair possibility, such as the first non-pairing position defining the end of a stem region. For incompletely conserved structures, the observed values will be between 0 and n h and thus the probability of observing such an incompletely conserved motif will be higher. The method we use to optimize the alignment on secondary structure is to find an alignment with a high number of low-probability windows.
A window with size w is slid on the diagonals of the sum matrix for this purpose. Determination of score function. To be used in sequence alignment, a score function should be explicitly defined as a measure of overall alignment quality. A score function must include important secondary structure information so that if the score function is minimized/maximized, the complete secondary structure in the alignment will be identified.
In RNASA, the sum of the reciprocal of the probability <J>(x, w, M) for all possible windows on a sum matrix is calculated as a scoring function for simulated annealing as follows:
The \/$ (x,w,M) values for regions of conserved potential secondary structure are so much larger than the expected (random) 1/<£(*, w, M) value that they dominate such a sum. A good alignment will have relatively more of these conserved potential secondary structures and will thus have a relatively large C value. The sum C is used as a score function in RNASA. In RNASA, at every iteration, a new alignment is generated and C is calculated to find an alignment with maximum score. The goal for RNASA is maximize(C)
Simulated annealing to optimize the score function
Heuristic algorithm as the high-temperature phase. SA progresses from a high-temperature phase that approximates a random search to a lower-temperature phase approximating a greedy local search. Several authors (Ishikawa et ai, 1993; Kim et ai, 1994) suggested that a good heuristic algorithm could replace the high-temperature phase of simulated annealing and provide a substantial speed increase. In the present algorithm, a heuristic primary sequence alignment method similar to the progressive pairwise method (Waterman and Perlwitz, 1984; Taylor, 1984; Feng and Doolittle, 1987 ) is used to provide a preliminary alignment and partially to substitute for the high-temperature phase. This preliminary alignment can also be used to select manually regions of long RNA sequences that are not well aligned by primary sequence similarity. suboptimal, alignment by introducing random changes according to an optimized transition rule (Figure 2) . The rule used in the current algorithm allows changing one randomly chosen sequence in the alignment with each iteration. A gap in the sequence is selected and moved to a new position. This process is repeated on the chosen sequence a second time. After both shuffles, the score function is recalculated. The reason for applying two shuffles to a sequence in each iteration is to allow both sides of a stem structure to adjust in tandem. This effectively lowers the energy barrier between local points and allows the system to converge in fewer iterations. If the chosen sequence in the alignment has no null characters, the iteration is skipped. Occasionally, the same gap will be chosen for both shuffle operations, producing the equivalent of a single shuffle move. Some of these alignments may have columns whose elements are all nulls (null columns). If these null columns are removed from an alignment, the length, f, of the alignment is reduced (t < I). Thus, the set S/ is a superset of the set S, where f < I (Kim et ai, 1994) .
From equation (9), it is seen that the number of alignments f3 increases rapidly with /, d f and N. To find the optimal alignment, the alignments in S^ should be investigated. RNASA adopts the strategy of searching only alignments in S/^. The initial alignment routine must be adjusted to give alignments of sufficient length. If the length of the optimal alignment is larger than /;"," the optimal alignment cannot be found in S/ ur In that case, the final alignment from RNASA is only locally optimal. Schedule for annealing temperature. The schedule implemented in RNASA is T = T f • e' where e is a constant denning the rate of annealing, ;' the iteration number, T, the intial temperature and T the current temperature. The value of e can easily be calculated from the total number of iterations, k, the final temperature, Tf, and T,:
The complexities of RNASA. A block diagram for RNASA is shown in Figure 3 . The sum matrix in RNASA is of size / . Therefore, the space complexity of RNASA is O(l 2 ). In each iteration, the sum matrix must be updated in the region corresponding to the columns modified by the double shuffle operation. The values of all sliding windows covering these columns must be recalculated. The number of these windows is ~/ times the number of affected columns. In the experiments presented here, the maximum number of columns affected by each shuffle is limited to 10 (Figure 2 ). Since the number of columns affected is essentially constant, the time complexity per iteration is 0(1). It should be noted, however, that the number of iterations necessary to assure convergence is dependent on several factors, including / [see equation (9) and Results].
Results
RNASA was implemented to produce multiple sequence alignments for RNA sequences. Experiments were performed on segments of bacterial 16S rRNA sequences. rRNA sequences consist of highly conserved regions separated by variable regions. In these variable regions, secondary structure is often more conserved than primary sequence similarity. Several such variable regions were chosen for testing RNASA. A window size of four was applied in all experiments except those in Figure 7 .
Alignment and secondary structure. Figure 4 shows an alignment of segments of 16S rRNA sequences and their possible secondary structures. Three stem regions (A-A', B-B', C-C') could be identified in this alignment. This alignment is close to the hand alignment in the RDP (Maidak et ai, 1994) . From the final sum matrix, we could identify common secondary structure (Figure 4b ) and could overlay each aligned sequence onto this common secondary structure. Figure 4c and d show the possible secondary structures of the sequences Ehr.bovis and Hir.baltic from the alignment. Figure 5a shows an alignment of a segment of 10 16S rRNA sequences. The possible secondary structure was compared to the proposed secondary structure for Spi. aurant (Gutell, 1994) . A secondary structure diagram based on Spi.aurant is shown in Figure 5b . From the alignment, stem regions (A-A', C-C', D-D', E-E') were identified matching those of Spi. aurant. However, in regions B-B, there are several different possible stem regions of length two among the sequences in the alignment.
Identification of secondary structure. An RNASA-generated alignment of one variable region from eight 16S rRNA sequences is shown in Figure 6 . Alignment A\ was generated by a progressive pairwise alignment method and used as an initial alignment for RNASA. This method aligns the sequences by primary sequence similarity. Therefore, when the sequences are distantly related, an alignment by this method does not show the secondary structure similarity of the sequences. A x . The primary similarity of the final alignment obtained from RNASA was much worse, but the secondary structure similarity of final alignment was better than that of the input alignment. The final sum matrix and the output alignment could be used to identify the secondary structure by inspection. This possible secondary structure matches the proposed secondary structure for Myx.xanthu (Gutell, 1994) . However, the alignment length was too short to allow complete separation of nonpairing nucleotides from the B helix in Dsm. acetox and Cys.fuscus, and the A helix of Dsb.postga.
Initial alignment. Alignment AT, was obtained by progressive pairwise alignment with a lower gap penalty than in A\. Alignment A 4 is the final alignment obtained using RNASA with input alignment A^. The additional nulls give cleaner resolution of the stem regions in Dsm.acetox, Cys.fuscus and Dsb.postga. It is important to ensure that the length of the initial alignment is appropriate, based on the output alignment.
Window sizes. Alignments B\, B 2 , Bj and B 4 in Figure 7 , and A 2 in Figure 6 , were all obtained from the same initial alignment (Figure 6 A x ) by applying different window sizes. By increasing the window size, more weight can be given to windows having diagonally consecutive hits. Therefore, the effect of noise can be reduced. Better separation of paired and unpaired regions was obtained at window sizes of 4 and 5. Window size 4 (Figure 6 A 2 ) gave the best match to the RDP hand alignment.
Effect of double shuffle.
To compare the efficiency of the double shuffle and single shuffle, RNASA with double shuffle and RNASA with single shuffle were tested ( Figure  8 ). RNASA with single shuffle took longer to converge and had a tendency to stick at local maxima, even with a very large number of iterations.
Speed of convergence. The number of iterations necessary to get satisfactory alignment in RNASA is generally tied to the number of sequences, length of sequences, number of nulls and quality of the initial alignment. It required, on average, only 10000 iterations (<1 min) for the sequences to converge from the preliminary alignment A\ in Figure 6 >»»»>>
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A' ))))) >}>}>}}} Noller and Woese (1981) , and Gutell (1994) . Different possible secondary structures exist in region B (boxed). CUCG-agcgcgaa-UAGGCGc-aaCCCUUA-g-uagag-CCGC GUCG-agcg-cgaa--UAGGGGc aaCCCUUA-gu--agag-CCCC Cys. t uscos GUCG-agcgcgaau-GGA--gcaa--UCC-uaguagag-CGGC GUCG-agcg-cgaau--CGA-gca-a-UCC-uaguagag-CGCC Con. crocat GUCGUgcgagaaa-GGGC-Ducg-GCCC--cggnaaaGCGGC GUCGUg-c-gagaaa-GGCC-uuc-g-GCCC~c-gguaaaGCGGC Nan.«xeden GUCG-a-ac-g-GGCUA-gcaa-UAGUC-a g-UGGC GUCG-aac g GCCUAgc-a-aUAGUC ag-UCCC (length 45), but required, on average, 300000 iterations (~l2min) for the same sequences to converge starting from the longer preliminary alignment AT, (length 48). It took, on average, 300000 iterations (~l0min) for an alignment of the first 10 sequences in Figure 4 (length 53) to converge and, on average, 500 000 iterations (~20 min) for an alignment of all 14 sequences to converge. The sequences in Figure 5 (length 107) took, on average, 2000000 iterations (~ 120 min) to converge.
Organism
Discussion
In this paper, we describe a method to align RNA sequences and identify possible secondary structures using simulated annealing. In our approach, sequences were first aligned based on primary sequence similarity and then realigned based on secondary structure information. Dot matrices from infra-sequence comparison are generated and overlapped to form a sum matrix. We built a clearly defined score function for this sum matrix based on the probability of finding the observed pattern in completely unaligned sequences. We were able to reduce SA time by reducing the search space as well as using the double shuffle move set. We showed that RNASA can generate alignments with clear secondary structure identification.
The main advantage of RNASA is its ability to align conserved secondary structures in distantly related sequences. One potential disadvantage of this method is that it is not based on finding the lowest-energy secondary structure (via thermodynamic energy rules). However, RNASA is able to handle pseudoknotted structures and conserved alternative foldings, both of which are not modelled well by most energy-based methods.
